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book reviews default and rescheduling corporate and ... - book reviews default and rescheduling
corporate and sovereign borrowers in difficulty david suratgar, ed. euromoney publications, in association with
the inter- valuation of sovereign debt with strategic defaulting and ... - valuation of sovereign debt with
strategic defaulting and rescheduling∗ michael westphalen ecole des hec, university of lausanne and fame´ †
february 26, 2002 rescheduling defaulting and debt with strategic valuation ... - valuation of sovereign
debt with strategic michael westphalen École des hec, university of lausanne and fame resea r ch p aper n° 43
fame - international center for financial asset management and engineering the economics of sovereign
defaults - the distinctive features of governments’ borrowing problems imply that the economics of sovereign
defaults may differ from the economics of personal or corporate bankruptcy. structuring and restructuring
sovereign debt: the role of ... - the sovereign will in certain states of nature default selectively on parts of
its debts that are easier to renegotiateŠ that is, default only on rene- gotiable debt, and not on the debt that is
harder to renegotiate. assessing sovereign default risk: a bottom-up approach - assessing sovereign
default risk: a bottom-up approach feng liu a, egon kalotay , stefan truck afaculty of business and economics,
macquarie university, sydney, nsw 2109, australia estimating default probabilities of emerging market
... - sovereign default probabilities can be useful for at least two reasons. first, first, they can be used to
monitor the financial vulnerability of emerging market economies. rescheduling of sovereign debt:
forgiveness, precommitment ... - arnoud w.a. boot george kanatas rescheduling of sovereign debt:
forgiveness, precommitment, and new money many less developed countries in the past decade failed global
sovereign 2014 transition and default study - fitchratings march 2015 1 global sovereign 2014 transition
and default study regional risks persist: the year was characterized by uneven growth in the major sovereign
debt restructuring: problems and prospects - sovereign default on state contingent debts through
statistical manipulation, more widespread use of appeals to the notion of odious or illegitimate debts, and the
extent to which recent regulatory changes aimed at restricting litigation debt overhang and sovereign
debt restructuring - corporate context. he de ned debt overhang as a situation where the high level of debt
he de ned debt overhang as a situation where the high level of debt distorts the possibilities for companies to
make optimal future investment decisions.
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